Software Engineer (Front End) (f/m/x)
How about joining our growing team and our mission: Helping researchers to find new treatment
methods by providing them with the software they need? Our team is expanding and there is a
lot to learn, discover and contribute:
●

Develop and improve our web applications and contribute to existing open source
software
● Work on applications, which support researchers in improving the treatment of patients
● Get in touch with the latest technologies/concepts like Kubernetes and GraphQL
● Help to shape the product by bringing in new ideas for features and usage of technologies
Who we are looking for
●
●
●
●
●

Excellent programming skills in JavaScript/TypeScript
You are a team player who loves to share knowledge and ideas with your colleagues
Experience in React or a similar UI framework
Previous experience in contributing to open source software projects would also be a plus
At least 2 years of relevant experience, however fresh Computer Science graduates will
also be considered
● Strong analytical skills
● Fluency in English
● Based in Singapore
Why you will love working with us
●
●
●
●

●
●

A broad network of Digital Health Experts which enables you to meet the leading minds
of the field
A highly motivated team out of more than 30 countries which works with joy on the shared
mission
Space for your ideas and plenty of participation opportunities - Data4Life develops
through the contribution of all employees
Besides a competitive salary (including a budget for your individual continuing education
and a financial contribution to your gym membership) we offer you flexible working hours
and regular home office days
A secure funding which enables you a long time perspective with us
Warm and helpful colleagues who will welcome you to the team with open hearts

About us
Data4Life is a nonprofit digital health organization, generously funded by the Hasso Plattner
Foundation. We believe it’s possible to have a meaningful impact on healthcare by integrating
technology, data, and science. Our digital solutions are designed to improve health and quality
of life for people throughout the world. Data4Life has employees from over 30 nations who are
working together at our offices in Potsdam, Berlin, Barcelona, and Singapore. Our diverse
team is made up of experts from several fields, including product development, technical
engineering, data security, and medicine.
Interested applicants can apply at the careers webpage at data4life-asia.care

